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Abstract
We present a first attempt to elucidate a theoretical and empirical approach to design
the reward provided by a natural language environment to some structure learning
agent. To this end, we revisit the Information Theory of unsupervised induction
of phrase-structure grammars to characterize the behavior of simulated actions
modeled as set-valued random variables (random sets of linguistic samples) consti-
tuting semantic structures. Our results showed empirical evidence of that simulated
semantic structures (Open Information Extraction triplets) can be distinguished
from randomly constructed ones by observing the Mutual Information among their
constituents. This suggests the possibility of rewarding structure learning agents
without using pretrained structural analyzers (oracle actors/experts).
1 Introduction
An agent structuring its perceptions is a key problem in Artificial Intelligence. Significant advances
have been observed in this matter recently and a number of applications have been potentiated with
the rising of Deep Neural Network models (e.g. semantic segmentation [27, 42]). These models have
demonstrated their ability to abstract the perceptions of autonomous agents who perform well-defined
(or implicitly defined) tasks in virtual and real environments [35, 16]. The case of environments
in which humans can abstract explicit knowledge that can be easily transferred to agents in the
form of goals has been well studied, although there are multiple open problems such as the partial
observability of states, variance in learning and generalization to unknown environments [15, 40]. In
addition, model interpretability and environment structure become central issues. This is because
intelligence tests generally consider agents that already acquired knowledge, but how an agent can
be pre-configured to be able to acquire knowledge about its environment (making it potentially
intelligent) remains a barely explored question [5, 17].
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Special cases of the above questions arise when exploring natural language environments, where
the objectives of the tasks cannot be explicitly defined. Up to our knowledge, such cases are not
widely studied until now. Thus, very interesting tasks such as dialogue generation remain as open
problems [26, 37] (although the availability of training data is not a problem, e.g. online chats). This
is mainly due to the partial (or nonexistent) observability of the statistical structure of language. This
limits the kind of studied tasks to those where distant supervision is available, as occurs in text-based
games (i.e. the task provides pairs of language instructions and goals) [9, 28], or where pretrained
structure analyzers (experts or static oracles) are available [20, 31] (this makes agents highly language
dependent), or where much less detailed information is asked to the agent (e.g. information retrieval
[21, 31]). Recently, the authors of [7] studied messages and responses shared by cooperating agents
given artificially constructed environments that require semantic understanding of tasks. Authors
observed that the Mutual Information (MI, [38]) between orders describing fruits and the traits of the
agent’s actions (selected fruits) correlates with the failure and success of goals.
In this paper, we study the behavior of MI computed from gold standard actions taken by a simulated
Open Information Extraction (OpenIE [4]) agent, and compared them with the actions of a random
agent. The aim of this comparison is to observe how such agents differ in the sense of the unsupervised
induction of semantic structures, which is a concept we extrapolated from [13]. Apart from the
problem of studying the possible rewards a natural language environment may provide, an important
challenge for us has been that linguistic samples are not ordinal. Also sets of them induce high
algorithmic complexity if they are treated as joint distributions of exact observations or points.
Therefore, we needed to rethink probabilities in the sense of random sets [12, 30], assuming that
linguistic random sets meet axioms of Borel algebras and measures. Thus, our ongoing work tries to
elucidate the possibility of using MI to reward set-valued agents’ actions while learning semantic
structure and thus to propose a rich variety of Semantic Reinforcement Learning problems.
2 Background
Information Theory of Phrase-Structure. De Marcken [14, 13] provided insight on how entropy
differences in phrase structure can be used to induce grammar in natural languages [3, 18]. A
case that is particularly interesting for our purposes is that of rules producing prepositional phrases
like P → V PN , where V is a verb phrase and N is a noun phrase, both them linked by another
prepositional phrase P . For such kind of rules, regularly it holds that I(V, P ) > I(P,N) > I(V,N),
where I(A,B) is the Shannon’s Mutual Information between the distribution ofA and the distribution
of B. The reasoning underlying such a hypothesis is that, in English, verbs and prepositions are
semantically more associated than prepositions and nouns.
Although De Marcken used a corpus of minimal phrases manually selected, we think his hypothesis
holds for structures of any complexity (at the end, language structure is recursive [1, 10, 25]). That is,
predicates (verb phrases) filter their possible arguments (noun phrases), which defines the so called
selectional preferences (or thematic relations) guided by semantics [22, 32, 34]. Therefore, in this
paper we generalize such hypothesis to introduce an Information-Theoretic perspective of semantic
structure induction from open domain and unlabeled text. For instance, the phrase “The adventures
of Alice in Wonderland” can be structured semantically as follows:
Tt
Y
Yt : of
X,Z
X
Xt : The adventures
Z
Zt : Alice in Wonderland.
(1)
In Tree (1), Tt models a semantic triplet, and we propose that its constituents X,Y, Z are random
sets taking values Xt, Yt, Zt, respectively. Here, e.g., X is a linguistic random set and we measure
the probability of it to contain the items {ω1, . . . , ω|Xt|} = Xt. Notice that this latter is not a joint
probability, i.e. P (Xt) 6= P (ω1, . . . , ω|Xt|), but rather the probability of a set. Tt can be modeled as
the factors of a joint probability
P (X,Y, Z) = P (Y |X,Z)P (Z|X)P (X), (2)
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which would be the objective of some structure learning agent that also must learn the order of the
constituents. Our extrapolation of the idea De Marcken proposed for grammar induction, is that
semantic structures like Tt can be characterized by the inequality (3):
I(X,Y ) > I(Y, Z) > I(X,Z). (3)
It says that when (2) has maximum likelihood for sets X = Xt, Y = Yt, Z = Zt (∀Tt ∈ Ak and
t = 1, . . . , |Ak|), the information that can be gained about the dependence between X and Z is less
than the information that can be gained about the dependence between Y and Z, which is in turn less
than the information that can be gained about the dependence between X and Y . In this framework,
Tt is a subject-predicate-object triplet, where X is the subject phrase, Y is the predicate phrase and
Z is the object phrase. We explore this fact in characterizing structures of a gold standard dataset of
semantic triples built by a hypothetically well-trained agent (an OpenIE algorithm). Notice that (3)
provides an unsupervised constraint to obtain a maximum likelihood estimate of (2). This therefore
suggest to investigate a natural language environment rewarding structure learning agents without the
need for pretrained structure analyzers.
Probability on Linguistic Random Sets. Let W be a random variable (a linguistic random set)
taking values W1,W2, . . . We assume that each measurable set Wi of countable elements ω ∈ Ω is in
a σ−algebra Λ. To generate linguistic random sets W = Wi, there are two underlying mathematical
mechanisms. The first one is to build a basis V = {Λi,Λi}, where Λi = {Wj ∈ Λ|Wj ∩Wi 6= ∅}
and Λi = {Wj ∈ Λ|Wj ∩Wi = ∅} for all Wi we provide [11]. Thus, we have a hit-and-miss
topological space in which any W ′i generates via finite unions W
′
i = ∪Wj∈ViWj , where Vi ⊂ V .
The second mechanism, requires to define a metric. The symmetric difference metric h(Wi,Wj) =
|Wi4Wj | = |Wi ∪Wj \Wi ∩Wj |, also called Fréchet–Nikodym or Hamming metric [6, page 53],
is well-suited because it naturally works as the area of an indicator function 1Wi4Wj . This way, we
can measure set lengths, and we have now a measure space (Ω,Λ, h). The elements of this space are
the possible values of W , only those for which h is a valid metric [43]. Herein, any W ′i is generated
by the metric-induced topology. Next, according to [6, 12, 30], we can define a capacity functional in
terms of h:
P (W = Wi) =
∫
Λ
f(Wi,Wj)h(Wj) = EWj∈Λ[f(Wi,Wj)], (4)
which induces the probability space (Ω,Λ, P ), where h(Wj) =
∫
1Wjdh is the length of Wj . Eq.
(4) can easily be generalized to the case of joint and conditional distributions. At the phrase level,
elements ω, ω′ such that P (ω ∈ Wi|ω′ ∈ Wi) → P (ω ∈ Wi, ω′ ∈ Wi)/P (ω′ ∈ Wi) are capable
(probable) of building elements of semantic structures. The opposite occurs for elements ω, ω′ such
that P (ω ∈ Wi|ω′ ∈ Wi) → P (ω ∈ Wi). At the semantic structure level, dependencies of the
form P (Wi|Wj) follow from a similar reasoning for the sets involved. Notice that Eq. (4) has
nice mathematical properties, e.g. it can be seen as a projector of the Wjs onto Wi, where Wi is a
set-valued filter. Therefore, to compute some Pς(X = Xt) we build a Gaussian kernel estimator
defined on set-valued agent’s actions:
Pς(X = Xt) = EXt′∈Ak [fς(Xt, Xt′)] = EXt′∈Ak
[
exp
(−h(Xt, Xt′)2
2ς2
)
1√
2piς2
]
, (5)
where ς is the bandwidth [36]. By the kernel and expectation properties, (5) is a weighted sum and
then an embedding function [11, 23], yielding the probability space (Ω,Λ, Pς). Accordingly, the
Shannon entropy defined on sets is: H(X) = −∑Xt∈Ak Pς(Xt) logPς(Xt). Notice that ς can be
used to control the strictness of observing X = Xt [44], hence the behavior of H(X).
In the particular case of a simulated agent (either random or OpenIE) building a set of trees Ak 3 Tt,
each action amounts to one tree Tt, and |Ak| multiple actions can be taken at each step k. With
this in mind, now we can evaluate (3) for the set-valued three (1) using the MI: I(W,W ′) =
H(W ′) − H(W ′|W ) =⇒ H(Y ) − H(Y |X) > H(Z) − H(Z|Y ) > H(Z) − H(Z|X). Similar
ideas can be found in [8, 33, 39].
3 Experiments and Results
Experimental setup. Our experiments were conducted on the well known text dataset called
Twenty News Groups dealing with different topics [24]. This is because we needed to observe that
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Figure 1: MI for 120-step actions of simulated agents on unrelated topics (the same patterns were
observed for similar topics), plotted using rolling mean of 50 steps.
MI measurements hold regardless of the topics. To this end, we first processed a set of documents
dealing with very similar topics, i.e. comp.os.ms-windows.misc, comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware,
comp.sys.mac.hardware and comp.windows.x. After that, we processed a set of documents deal-
ing with unrelated topics, i.e. talk.politics.guns, sci.med, sci.space, rec.sport.hockey,
soc.religion.christian, misc.forsale, rec.autos. Both these subsets were shuffled in or-
der to simulate contexts (rather than states) drawn from text environments (i.e. agent’s actions do
not influence environment’s state). In order to simulate a gold standard of semantic triples of an
hypothetically well trained agent we used Standord CoreNLP3 configured to keep only the main
triple from each clause observed [29]. Also a non trained agent was simulated by extracting contexts
of fixed length (= 10 ∼ average sentence length in words), where each context was split at two
uniformly distributed indices with nonempty segments. The amount of step samples was fixed to
|Ak| =100 and we simulated k = 1, . . . ,120 steps. The bandwidth to which a linguistic random
set W can be observed was set to ς =5.0 and its elements are (1-3)-grams (of characters). Due to
space constraints, these hyperparameters were selected by intuition and we directly used the unrelated
topics dataset as development data to observe that the behavior of the variables holds similar to that
observed in similar topics.
Results. In Figure 1a we observe the MIs I(X,Y ), I(Y,Z) and I(X,Z) for our simulated gold
standard agent (OpenIE) acting on randomized documents dealing with unrelated topics.45 It is
remarkable that although there is a considerable variability of the MIs though the trajectory, the values
of I(X,Y ) keep strongly separated (beyond its variance) from I(Y, Z) and I(X,Z). This indicates
the correspondence between Y and X in the semantic structure, i.e. some well-trained structure
learning agent can gain a meaningful amount of information from predicate phrases by observing
subject phrases, while keeping predicate and subject phrases as independent as possible from object
phrases. These findings are remarkable for us because we observed quite different behavior for the
random agent in Figure 1b. In this case, the MIs were overall lower, as well as I(Y,Z) and I(X,Z)
appeared to be free from the agent’s influence, while approaching I(X,Y ) with high variability.
We also explored the MI between joints and marginals, e.g. I(X,Y ;Z). This had the purpose
of observing how the OpenIE agent gained information about the joint X,Y from observing the
marginal Z (see Figure 2).6 Although I(X,Y ;Z) couldn’t be strongly distinguishable from the other
MIs measured from the OpenIE agent (Figure 2a), we observed that the rolling means remained
ordered. That is, I(X,Y ;Z) kept higher than the variance of the other two MIs. This is interesting
because I(X,Y ;Z) means that the agent reaches the maximum information gained from the subject
and the predicate phrases X + Y by observing the object phrase Z. The opposite occurs if the agent
3We used this system as a well-documented baseline; however, we prepared a much more extended version
of our work involving different OpenIE systems and other hyperparameters.
4In the figures we denoted the Hamming metric inducing MI on the corresponding probability space by
I[h(W,W ′)].
5See https://github.com/iarroyof/semanticrl/tree/master/figures for similar topic plots.
6In the figures, we denoted the joint distribution by W + W ′ given that corresponding set values were
concatenated in our implementation, where it holds that P (W,W ′) ≤ P (W ) ∀W,W ′ ∈ (Ω,Λ, h).
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Figure 2: Joint-marginal MI for 120-step set-valued actions of simulated agents on similar topics,
plotted using rolling mean of 50 steps.
tries to gain information from the subject and the object phrases X + Z, by observing the predicate
phrase Y , i.e. I(X,Z;Y ). In the case of the random agent, no pattern was observed, see Figure 2b.
This agent seemed to be off, or simply inactive.
4 Discussion
Unlike to what we expected, I(Z, Y ) and I(Z,X) couldn’t be distinguished. That is, the uncertainty
of Z wasn’t reduced semantically by observing either Y or X [19]. This suggests that our extrapola-
tion of De Marcken’s ideas from the syntactic structure to the semantic structure needs to be explored
in more detail, probably from a Causal Inference point of view.
Despite the uncertainty shown by Z, we found it interesting that, in terms of the joint-marginal MIs,
the maximum amount of information gained by the OpenIE agent was from the subject+predicate
phrases X + Y , given that the object phrase Z was observed (Figure 2a). We think I(X,Y ;Z)
shows not only a quantity derived from language structure, but also it shows empirical evidence of
selectional restrictions predicates impose to their possible arguments. It limits the semantic content
of the resulting phrase, hence the entropy/uncertainty in the space of possible phrases is also limited.
Another interesting point to discuss is the generality of the constraint (3), which clearly seems to limit
the kind of structures an agent can learn. At the current stage of our work, we used this constraint
as we already knew the OpenIE agent produces exclusively active voice structures. This motivates
a reasonable discussion since an evident counterexample is passive voice, where the order of the
structure elements change by focusing phrase meaning on the predicate. However, in the case of an
structure learning agent being trained, we may define its action space in a convenient way such that
the elements of any semantic structure are forced to fit the constraint. Here, we are assuming that the
agent would end up acquiring some kind of transformational generative abilities.
5 Conclusion
Based on our initial experiments we observed that Mutual Information (in the sense of Shannon)
provided a reliable framework to investigate the possibility of training structure learning agents whose
actions are set-valued (linguistic random sets in the particular case of this paper). Although the De
Marcken inequality did not hold completely, it is encouraging that our experiments showed that
the MIs follow patterns that can be used to experiment with a number of reward functions (or even
set-valued rewards). Nevertheless, much work is pending, including experiments with actual agents
(e.g. [2]), different kernel estimators for action probabilities, different environment hyperparameters,
and multiple Information-Theoretic metrics, as well as processing different data domains [41].
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